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Let 9 be an n.-tuple of subsets X,, Xz, . . , , X, of a fi&e set R of carclinality 
consider 4 conditions which an ordered pair (X, Y) may or may not satisfy, namely 
r. Let us 
AZ if andonly if there isuER: u$X, UEY, 
i): if and only if there is UER: UEX, u$Y, 
C: if and only if there is 96R: tz#X u#Y, 
D: ifandorllyifthen:isu~-R:u~X,uEY. 
Let P =P(A,B, CD) be an arbitrary &oIean e-ion of A, 8, C, 0. The family 9 has the 
property P, if and1 only if all ordered 1 airs & X,), i <j, of QF satisfy P. Many of tie well known 
conditions for families of subsets of a &n&e set can be described by certain expressions P. In thii 
paper the maximal cardinality of gS L; determined, whenever this exists with exception 0: one 
equivalence class. 
Let Sa be an n-tupe of subsets XI, X2, . . . , .X,, of the interval I? = [I, r] t?f the 
first r natural numbers, i.e., S is ordered : nd can contain some elements 
manifold. Many a&ors have determined the maximal value of n if 9 satisfies 
some conditions P. Always ihey considered S : s an unordered n-tuple of distinct 
subsets of R. We will enclose these restrictions in P, too. M[ost of the considered P 
are of a type which we will chaktkize in the follcwing way. 
Let II E R Let (X, Y) be an ordered pair of subsets of R. Then exactly one of 
the four cases holds: 
(1) u#X, ZIEY, 
(2) I’? f ‘X, I$ Y, 
(3) &X, UP Y, 
(4) VEX, UEY. 
Basing on these cases let us consider the following properties, which an ordered 
pair (X, Y) may or may not possess. (X, Y) hasthe property 
A: if and only if there is v E R: I$ X,. tx Y, 
: 3 and only if there is II G R: v EX, v& Y, 
C: if and only if there is ERR: v$X, v$ Y, 
0: if and only if there is vER: VEX’, VEY. 
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Let P = P(A, B, C, 0) be an arbitrary Boolean expression of A, B, C, 8. s has the 
property P if all ordered pairs (Xi, Xi), I < i -<j 6 pz; satisfy the condition P. 
If there iis a maximal value of it, we wi!l denote this by kz(P, r). 
Now we can describe many well known conditions by expressions P(A, 6, C, 0). 
The following conditilDns for an c‘dered pair (X, I’) are equivalem: 
AVB ++ X# ‘Y, 
AAS e X$ y#X, 
C ++ XUYfR, 
D ++ XfTY#Q), 
Ad ++ Xc Y, 
where A denotes nert A. We will use AB in place of A A B. If @ has the property 
AB we call @ a Sperner family (or antichain or clutter) and if s has the property 
A& 9 forms a chain. 
It is easy to see that n(AvB, r) =2’ and 
n((AvB)C, r) =: n((AvB)D. r) =I n(AvB)(CvD), r) = T--l. 
n ((A v B)CD, t.) = 2’-2 was proved by dilTerent methods by Anderson [ 11, Daykin 
and Lov&! [4], Hilton 171, Schonheim [14] and Seymour [16]. 
The first result of tl; ie type P = ABP’(C, D) was given by Sperner 2171. He 
showed 
1 
n(AB, r) = 
Short proofs were given by Lube11 [LO], Msshalkin [ll] and Yamamoto [18]. 
Then Mimer [12f and 1.iter Brace and Daykin [3] proved 
n(ABC, r) = nl(.;4BD, r) = 
The latter authors found the relations to n(ABCD, r) and showed 
This result was given by Katona [9] and Schiinheim [ 151, too. Finally Purdy [13], 
jater Hilton [S] and, independently, Gronau [6] proved by different methods 
n(AB(Cv D), r) = 
It is worth noting t hat the condition AB(C v D’) is really weaker than A%C or ABD 
but the corresponc-ling n(P, r)‘s are equal. 
For some other P we can find n(P, I) trivial, e.g. n(A& t):= r+ 1. 
’ [x] denotes the gre:\test integer not exceeding x. 
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It seems natural to determine n(P, r) for these considered conditions, but ,i:here 
are many other cases, a few of which may be interesting. 
In the present paper we will determine n(P, T) for arbitrary conditions 
P(A, B, C, D), whenever n(P, r) exists. Thus we will be able to say which condi- 
tions are equivalent. 
2. lUn result 
We use that every Boolean function P(A, 8, C, 0) + 0 can be expressed uniquely 
by the canonical alternative normal form. 
Let @ be a set of any conjunctions (not necessarily elementary conju@ions). 
Denote 
and denote @“= @’ tJ{&CD, &CD}. Denote %(@5 the set of all not empty 
alternatives of conjunctions of @, and denote S&,(@) =X(E) U(g)}. CANF(P) 
denotes the canonical alternative normal form of P. If A’ is a conjunction on 
{A, B, C, D} A’E CAm(P) means that A’ is ape of the elementary conjunctions of 
the alternative normal form of P. 
We say P is equivalent o P’, written P w P’, if and only if n(P, r) and n(P’, r) 
exist and n(P. r) = n(P’, r) holds for all r 2 2. Obviously, this is an equivalence 
relation. 
We define 48 classes Yi,j of expressions (for better systematising we def:Lme 48 
classes, although oni!/ 42 classes are different) by P E X,, c, n(P, t) has the value 
described in Table 1 for r 32, where i E {1,2, . . . ,16} and i E (1,2,3) and 
f(r) = n(ACD vAl3tf& iv). 
Now we are able to formulate our main result. 
Timrem 1. Every expression P(A, 8;, 6, D)I for which n(P, r) exists lies in one 01’ the 
classes Xi,1 as described in Table 1, and rto chs is empty. 
The statement of Theorem 1 means that the classes ti,j are the equivalence 
classes of our relation. 
Notice that 22” Boolean function!; of 4 variables exist. 
In Section 3 we will show that fol: exactly 213 functions P n(P, r) exists, nnc’ we 
will delLermine these functions. In !kction 4 we will see that every function P ;ells 
us whether Q~E 9 and/or R ~9 hold or not, where s is a family wilth maximal 
cardinality n(P, T). So we will find j!or every P with P)E 9 or R ES a function P’ 
with a family 9’ satisfying 9’ = s \ [P))\(R). Hence we only need to consider the 
63 functions P with P +O, $9, R $ .@, In Section 5 we will give some lemmata that 
will show that certain functions aue equivalent. Finally in Section 6 WI: will 
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Table 1 ._-- 
r 1 2 3 
1 2”-2 
2 2’-‘.- 1 
3 21-2 
2’ - 1 
2r-1 
2r-*+ 1 
10 4r-6 
11 2r-2 
12 2r-3 
13 r 
14 r-l 
15 2 
16 1 
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( ) r +l I+1 
r 
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2r-1 
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determine n(P, r) for the remaining 23 functions anti thus show that every one of 
these functions lies in one of the 16 classes 9Idi.j (i == 1,2,. . . ,16). 
3. Existence of n(P, r) 
We suppose that no pair (X, Y) satisfies P = 0, i.e. 0 E :x1,,,. 
Lemma I. (1) BEti E 3&. ---- 
(2) af i@~l&!CANF(P), then P-PvABCD. 
oaf. (I) An arbitrary pair (X, Y) of subsets of R satisfies A vB VC v 0, i.e. no e--m ---- 
pair can satisfy ABCD. Hence 9 cannot contain a pair, i.e. n G 1. If ISI = 1, ABC0 
is satisfied. (2) follows by (11 immediately. 
Theorem 2. n(P, r) does not exist if and only if 
(1) AI%9 E CANF(P) or 
(2) ABcD E CANF(P) or 
(3) ,&BCfi E CANF(P). 
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MBO& If one of these 3 cases holds, S car: coattin one element unlimitedly often, 
e.g. the sets $I} :(-I), ,R (2) or -9 (31.. On &e other ha&, alkfunctiq~s .(fQ not 
described in Theorem 2 are- -zqtivd&~t to’, a Tixmzti~~ “P’: r(,wa X)’ l&&g a 
nonempty CANF(P’) with MC& ” &#b, &&I$, ‘&@m gf CkNF(P’), i.e. al1 
conjunctions contained in CXNF(P’) contak at‘ieakt -A or 6: So the elements of 9 
must be distinct, and 2’ is an qpper bound for ISI. Hence n(P, r) exists. 
An immediate consequence from Theorem 2 is that there are exactkr 2*’ = 8192 
functions P where n(P, t) exists. 
Ln all that follows let P be an arbitrary B.oolean function with P f 0 and &@Cd, 
iiico, Em, jiiiiclj $4 CANF(P). 
The next three lemmata re easy to verify. 
Lemma 2. An ordered gwit (X, Y) of subsets of I? suiisfies Ak& Ai%%, ii;sCti, 
or p&b if and only if (X==@; Yfp), R), (X#fl,R; Y=R), (X#fl,R; Y=p)> or 
(X = R; Y#@, R), respectively. 
Lexmm 3. An o~dkml pair (X, Y) of a&sets of R satisfies Aec6 or &e6 if and 
only if (X = 8; Y = R) or (X= R; Y = @), respectively. 
Theorem 3. Let P = P’vF”, where CANF(P’) E X&8”) and 
CANF+~P”) EZK({ALiC6, A%D, ij;sb, liissC& A@%, &3tt6}). 
Then 
I w,P’, t) + 1, otherwise. 
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Proof. Let .9 be a family satisfying P P’vP” 
n(P’, r) S n(P, r) s n(P’, r) + 2. (1) 
--- 
1% Let equality hold in the right hand inequality. Then Q, R ES and ABC0 E 
CANF(P”) or ABe6 E CA.NF(P”). Furthermore, n(P’, r) 2 1. Thus there is at least 
one element X E @ with X$ {Q, R}. l[n S exists at least one ordered pair (Q, X) or 
(X, Q) and one pai; (R, X) or (X, R). Hence A&% or ABcD !iis in CANF(P”) as 
well as ABeD or ABeD. Now there are 8 possible combin&ons of these 
containing conjunctions, the 6 described in Theorem 3 and AtiC& AneD, ABe6 
and &CD, ABeD, ABeD. It is easy to verify that the 6 combinations described in 
Theorem 3 are sufficient for Q, R E F. The last two are not, e.g. ABC& AgcD, 
ABe5 implies the existence of the following ordered pairs in S: (Q,X), (I~, R) and 
(R, $9, which cannot be true, because each element of 9 exists only one time. 
2. Let equality hold in the left hand inequality. Let W denote S\{Q}\{R}. 
Then 9’ has maximal cardinality under the condition P’. If A@C& or ABeD, or 
ABeD, or ABCD Is an element of CANF(P”) we construct a family 48 = (Q, S’), or 
W’, R), or (R r), or (9, Q), respectively, where (Q, 9’) means an (IS’1 + l)-tuple. 
Clearly, % satisfies P in every case. Hence n(p’, r) = IWl<l%l= n(P, r), which ___ _ __ 
contradicts our supposition. Hence CANF(P”) E X((ABCD, ABCD}). By Lemmata 
3 and 4 it follows that .9 satisfies P’ or 9 satisfies P”. Thus n(P, r) = max(n<P”, r), 
n(P’, r)). CANF(P”) is not empty. Hence n(P”, r) = 2. If P’ f 0 there is at least one 
pair (X, Y) satisfying P’, i.e. n(P’, r) 32 and n(P, r) = n(P’, P). Finally we notice 
that n(0, r) = 1, which we have supposed. Hence n(P, r) = n(P’, r) = 2 if P’=O. 
In other cases equality cannot hold in (1). This completes the proof of 
Theorem 3. 
Using Theorem 3 we only need to consider P’ with CANF(P’) E SC(W). If we 
have shown that P’ E 31i,1, we know in which of the classes Xi,j 0’ E {1,2,3}) P lies. 
5. !hme lemmata on qdvalent functions 
a 5. (1) P(A,B,C,D)--P(B,A,C,D), 
(2) P(A, B, C, D) _ P(A, B, D, 0. 
roof. (1) 9=CX,,Xz,. . . , X,) satisfies P(A, B, C, D) if and only if S’= 
(X,, . * . , X2, X,) satisfies P(B, A, C, D>. 
(2) 3 satisfies P(A, B, C, D) if and only if S” = (R \&, R \X,, . . . , R \X,) 
satisfies P(B, A, D, C). (I) completes tile proof. 
Let 2 be an operator which or lers the elements of 4F in such a way that 
IxlsiYjI for 1 si:jsn and$?(S)=(Y,,...,Y,). 
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Lm 6. Lkrt P and P’ be arbitrary &oZetm functions in two twiables. Then 
(I) (AiT viiB)P(C, 0) - A@P(C, o), a& 
(2) (A vB)P’(C, D) - AP”(C, 0). ’ 
hoof. The conditions on the right hand sides are sharper than the conditions on 
the left hand sides. So we only have to show that for a maximal family s 
satisfying the left hand condition there is a family 9’ of the same cardinality 
satisfying the right hand condition. Obviously, I!%($)/ = ISI holds and if (X, Y) is 
an arbitrary ordered pair of * then these elements belong to 9(s) too. They form 
an ordered pair (2, W) with either (Z, W) = (X, Y’) or (2, W) = (Y, X). Notice 
that the pairs of 9(s) satisfy A always, and, if (X,‘Y’) satisfies P(C, 0) then (2, W) 
satisfies P(C, 0) too. If (X, Y) satisfies ABP(C, 0), &P(C, 0) or ABP(C, 0), we 
obtain that (2, W) satisfies ABP(C,O), A@P(C, D) or ABP(C, 0), respectively. 
Notice that A VB = AB v da v h. Hence the lemma follows immediately. 
The next two lemmata are immediate consequences from Lemmata 5 and 6. 
LB 7. Let PE &#E’j. Then 
(1) PvAikoVABco-PvA&O, 
(2) PvABCO-PvAikD. 
Lemma 8. Let Pcrc,({ABCO,AB~&AisCD}). Then PvABeD-PvABCk 
6. n(P, r) of tie r~&ced condiths P 
By the lemmata of Section 5 we can reduce the conditions to be considered to 
the following 23 types (we may omit &CO in CANF(P) by Lemma 7 and 
exchange ABC0 for ABC& if ABE0 tz CAM?(P) and ABC&! CANF(P), by 
Lemma 8), where for simplicity the ‘vt ell known relations M vMN = M and 
MNv Mm - M were used as often as poosible. 
The first 5 results are described in Section 1. In general we prove an upper 
bound for n(P, r) in the other cases. This being also a lower bound follows by the 
given examples immediately. 
1. AC0 f z&. 
2. AB E X6,,. 
3. ABC E X7,1. 
4. ABC0 E z&J. 
5. ABCVABDE&~. 
6. ABCvACOvABihY&,. If g satidks this condition, 9 satisfies the following 
condition too. With an arbitrary elemtzrkt X E @, g contains at most one element 
Y with X and Y having no empty intel..L, T action. Erdi)s [5] determined the maximal 
cardinality of s in the dual case. Exami-:’ ‘: 1 (see the list of examples, Table 2). 
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Table 2. List of examples 
Nik Example for 9 = (X,, X,, . . . , X.,) 
-- - _.- 
1 9((9) with 3 =(X: Xc R, 1. 5: IXlG$r} i r even, and S={X:XcR,lcjX(c$r-1) or f 
(IX]= $(r +l) and r&X)} if r odd. 
2 x, ={11, X,=R\{l}. 
1 
; 
&=iJizl~} (i=1,2 ,,.., r-111. 
K = {i} (i = 1,2,. . . , r). 
5 S(g) with Y? consists of all subsets of K \(l j without 8. 
6 9 c$:nc;ists of all subsets of R of cardinality &I. 
7 r ndd: 9 consists of all subsets of R of cardinality $(r - 1) containing the element 1 and all 
subsets of R of cardinality j(r + 1) not containing the element 1. 
r even: 9 consists of all subsets of I? of cardinal@ $r. 
8 .S.(%), where % consists of all “jets defined in Examples 3 and 4. 
9 9 consists of all sets defined I n Example i3 without { 1, . . . , r - 1). 
10 ?I(%), where % consis?c of all :cts defined in Examble 9 and its complements. 
7. ABe6 E &5,1. 9 call contai n at most X and R \X. Example 2. 
8. AkD E %14,1. 9 forms a chain, without $9 and R, i.e. nor- 1. Example 3. 
9. AkD v ABeti E 9614,l. Let (X, Y) be a pair of S satisfying ABe& i.e. Y = 
R ‘, X. Lee 2 E 9 \ (X} \ { y). If (,.Z, X) and (2, Y) lie in S, both pairs satisfy A&D. 
Hence 2 = X and 2 c. R \,X kid and it follows 2 = 6, which contradicts our 
supposition that 8, R ES. In analogy follows that it is impossible that (X, 2) and 
(2, Y), or (X, 2) and (Y, Z), 1: m ‘I, in 9, i.e. 9 satisfies AkD or S satisfies ABe& 
By 7 ant’, 8 we cotain 
r:(Al%DvABc& Y)= max(n(AkCD, r), n(ABc6, r))= 
r-l ifra3, 
2 if r=2. 
(In spite Df the case r = 2 we put this condition in Y&.) 
18. ABfi ES'C,~.~. By 6 every Gment of R can lie at most in one Xi, i.e. n s r. 
Examplc 4. 
11. ABC15 E: &I. By 10 we get n s r. Example 4 for ra3. For r = 2 we obtain 
M =l. 
12. ABhAB6 ES&,. Consider 3 subsets X, Y, Z of R, where (X, Y) satisfies 
ABe and (Y, Z) satisfies ABB. Then for all u E R: I.$ .Y implies u E Y and further 
U$ Z, i.e.. (X, 2) does not satisfy A which contr;.dicts the property of 9. Analog- 
ouslq (X. Y) cannot satisfy ABij if (Y, 2) satisfies ABe, etc. Hence tve obtain that 
9 sa+&;_:s Ati?], or 9; satisfies ABC. By ABC +d ABfi we obtain ABcvAB6 - 
ABl% 
13. ABC~AB~DEX,,,, . We get r = n(ABC6, r)~ n(ABCbvABcD, r)s 
n(AE%v AEbB, r) = r by 11 and 12 for r 23. For I’ = 2 it follows n = 1 im- 
mediate11 ‘. 
I ABC vABD vACD E .?l&. 9 con 
5, ABC v MD E 967.1. This fo~llows 
o set and its complemer,:. Example 5. 
and Example 5. 
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16. AB v ACD t: X1,1. Arbitrary paits (X; Y) with XI, Yg{$!J R) satisfy this condi- 
tion. 
17. ABCVAB~S&~. Clearly, n(ABCvAB6, r)d JS(AB, r) holds. Example 6. 
18. ABC0 vMc6 E 3&,. We can d Me 9 in S, an@ &, where S2 consists only 
of complementuy sets of SIP and :@, do not contain a set and its complement. 
Hence SF1 as well as Sz satisfy AB CD, i.e. ‘n -~2(&$$ by 4. Example 7. This 
maximum holds exactly if S consists of pairs of complementary subsets. The 
maximum of !!F in this sense was al!,0 determined by Bollob6s [2]- 
19. ABD VA&CD FZ! ;,k. Let (X, Y be an arbitrary pair of S. Then Xc Y (we 
use the inclusion in the strong sense‘ or X n Y = fl holds. Hence there is uniquely 
a set %(Pj E S Gth 
(1) X n Y = 4) for all pairs (X, k’> with X, YE rZt(S), 
(2) for all X E ZP \ g(9) there is an element YE 3(S) with Xc Y. 
Let X~c4(*) and let %‘=(Y: YES, Y cx). Then 
The elements of 3!’ satisfy ABD vA&ZD too, i.e. \%‘I s n(AkD vABD, 1x1). Let SF 
be an arbitrary family on R satisfyir g AB6 v A&D. Then 
ISl~l%(S)l+ c n(AB6&ikD, IX\). (2) 
X&l 
We will prove: n(ABe vA@CD, I) = 2r -2 by induction on r. 
(1) r= 1. (We supposeId at thz beginning r 22, but if there is X E ‘8(S) with 
1X1= 1, % forms a family on an one-element set satisfying ABB VA&XX This case 
can happen by inductioIn.) Clearly, n = 0. 
r = 2. The only pair ((l}, {2}) satisfies ABD. 
(2) Let S be an arbitrary family on R satisfying AB6 v A&D. We distinguish 
two cases. 
(2.1) I%(s)~= I. By Xc R we have 1x1~~1. Hence 
jsl~l+n(A66vA&D, r-1)=2r-3 by (2j. 
(2.2) l%(S)1 32. Then rxEg 1x1 s r aqd we obtain 
ISI s Irs(s)l+ c G! Ixl- 2) 
XE% 
= 2 c WI- IW$‘)l 
XEO 
<2r--2 by (2). 
Example 8 completes the proof. 
20. ABC6 v A&D E X12,1. Let (?:, Y) be an arbitrary pair of SK Then Xc Y or 
(XnY=@ and XUY#R). Therz is a set 5!3@)~9 defined as in 
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X E g(S) implies that %’ satisfies AB6 v AkD, but not necessarily ABC6 v 
A6CD. Hence for arbitrary families 9 satisfying ABC6 \ A&D we have 
191 s I%(s)1 + c n(AB6 VA&D, 1x1,. (3) 
XE% 
Using (3) we will prove n(ABC6 VA&D, r) = 2r - 3 by in 
(1) r = 2. ‘Then the only possible pair ({l.}, (2)) does not satisfy ABC6 v A@CD, 
i.e. n(ABC6 WA&D, 2) = 1. 
(2) Let 9 be: an arbitrary family on R satisfying ABC6 d&CD. We will use (3) 
and 19. We distinguish three cases. 
(2.1) IQ@;)I=l. By XcR we have lXl~r-1. Hence 
)S+4+2(r-l)-2=2r-3. 
(2.2) lie(S)1 = 2. Let g(S) = (X,, X,). Then IX11 + IX,1 S r - I, since 
Ix,1 + IX21 = r :mplies X, = R \ X2, but then (X,, XJ does not satisfy ABCB v 
A&D. Hence 
(2.3) I%(S)\ 23. Then CXEO IXlsr and we obtain 
lS+Sl%(.F)I+ 1 (2 /X(-2)S2r-(%(9)/%2r-3. 
XC%? 
Example 9 compleies the proof. 
21, ABC~VAB~D~~ABCDE~~,,,,. SF contains no set and its complement. We 
form a family F of cardinality 191 by the followmg process: 
(1) If ILEXE~, <Ihen R\,XcW. 
(2j If *#XE& then Xc@. 
The pairs of 9’ satisfy ABCD v A&D v ABeD v ABC6, and no set of W contains 
the ekment 1. By Lemma ‘7 we obtain that S’ satisficzs ABC0 vAB~DvABC6. 
On the other hand no pair (X, Y) of 9 can satisfy ABeD, i.e. S’ satisfies 
AkDvABCD and by 20: 
22. AkID v ABe v ABij E Xlo,I. By 
AkDvAB&/ABti =(Al%DvAB~DvABC~j)vAB~~ 
we get in analogy to 18 that 
n(A&DvAB&AB& r)~2n(A&ZDvABeClvABC6, r) 
=2(2r-3)=4r-6. 
Example 10 completes the proof. 
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23. ACDvABt&Y&,. The author was not able to determine f(r) = 
n(ACD v ABee, r) exactly, but we know the following facts. 
(1) f(r) amax(n(ACD, r), n(ABCD ~A@69 r)) = 
( 
t&) for t =2, 4, 6, 8, 
2’-2 otherwise 
(2) Let S&F with R\XES\& for all XE~, and S\& satisfies ACD. Let 
X E 36, R \ X E 9 and YE S. Then (X, Y) and (Y, X) satisfy ABCD. (Without loss 
of generality let (X, Y) satisfy fiCD. Then (R\X, Y) satisfies ABC6 or 
(Y, R \X) satisfies ABeD, not AC0 v ABC&) Hence S1 satisfies ABC0 and 
S \S, satisfies ACD. Heme 
t-l 
f(r)b2’-2+ $(t_2)] l G ) 
We conjecture 
f(r) = n(ACDt,/ABcD, r) = for r = 29 ” 6 ” 
otherwise. 
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